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Our Websites

What is a CMS?
CMS stands for Content Management System. It is a graphical user interface that easily allows editing and

authoring of webpages with minimal knowledge of HTML. The entire system runs within a web browser

and can be accessed from any computer with an Internet connection.

Getting Started
•
•
•

Open Mozilla Firefox (the recommended browser) or Google Chrome.

Browse to the following web address: www.mansfieldisd.org/admin & bookmark it.
Enter your login information.
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The CMS Dashboard
The dashboard is your entry screen. Here’s a brief overview of its offerings.

My Recent Activity – Displays the
most recent changes to your
webpage(s).

The Bulletin Board – Look for
messages from Web Services.

Close-up View of Dashboard Tabs

Home: Takes you to the CMS Dashboard (screenshot above)
Published Site: Displays the live version of your website; this area shows you what
the public sees.
Unpublished Site: Displays the unpublished version of your website. As you
navigate through the site within this tab, you will see changes and additions to
pages that have NOT been published. An orange "e" will appear in the upper right
corner of any content section that you can edit. Changes made to a page must be
saved before navigating away.
Page Manager: Used to create, organize and manage all of the pages in your
website. Depending on your level of access, you may or may not have access to
this tab. At left is a menu of the site page hierarchy. The detailed properties of the
selected page can be viewed and updated on the right. Pages can also be added
and deleted within this tab. Once changes have been made, they can be directly
published to the live site at the bottom left.
Site Manager: This tab is used for the management of site-wide
properties. Depending on your level of access, you may have limited options
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under this tab. Files/images can be uploaded through File Manager and the
Calendar Manager can be accessed from this tab.
Favorites: Used to bookmark a frequently used page. Browse to a page within the
Published and Unpublished tab and click the icon in the toolbar.
Logoff: After the completion of each session, always remember to logout of the
program by clicking this red “x.”
Support: Browse through the Knowledge Base for help to frequently asked
questions in video or text format. If you have specific questions that Knowledge
Base doesn’t answer or if you simply would rather ask Web Services, please use
“Request Support” to send an e-mail.

Updating Your Website
From the dashboard, go to Unpublished. “Unpublished” shows you the edited version of your website. To

make updates, click on the lowercase “e” (for edit) in the upper right section of the content area.

Page Manager can also be used to edit your website. This interface focuses more on the content by

removing the site design. To make updates in Page Manager, click on the popup editor icon in Page
Content Area 1 or 2.

IMPORTANT - Be sure to SAVE all of your work before exiting a screen. Two SAVES are required – The

“save” disk icon in the editor and the green “save” or “save this page” buttons directly on the pages.

Changing the Homepage Photos

There are nine photos for the elementary school homepage photo rotation and six photos for the
intermediate, middle and high school rotations. These photos must be updated at LEAST three times a
year, but can be changed more frequently.
Elementary/Intermediate/Middle
In order to change the photos at the K-8 level, you will need to submit photos in their original format to
Web Services. Photo updates are made for you by the Director of Web Services.
High Schools
High school web managers will make their own photo rotation updates. There are six photos in the high

school homepage photo rotation.

In order to change the photos, the images must be overwritten by images of the same size AND same
name found in the folder path you are uploading to. Here’s how:
•

•
•

The banner photos work best with landscape photos of the following or bigger dimensions:
o HOMEPAGE - The banner photos must be 716px wide by 278px high.
o LOWER LEVEL - The banner photos must be 716px wide and 181px high
Create a canvas in Photoshop of the same size.
Drag your photo layer from the existing file to the blank canvas.
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•
•
•

Resize as needed.
Name the image the exact filename you wish to replace.
Upload the file replacement at the following path in File Manager (high  SCHOOL  homephoto-rotation).

IMPORTANT - Do NOT delete a photo; only replace items by uploading the new image in File Manager
under the appropriate folder and file name.
Creating a Collage – Adding two or more photos to an image.
To add more than one photo to a homepage or lower level banner, create a banner with the previously
mentioned dimensions and use the Quick Guide below for resizing your multiple photos. Place the
images side by side in the graphic.
Quick Guide for Multiple Lower Level Photos (Width by Height)
- 4 images: all 179px x 181px
- 3 images: two 239px x 181px, one 238px x 181px
- 2 images: two 358px x 181px

Campus Web Manager Email Accounts

The footer of each webpage has a “Contact the webmaster” link. The link connects to a school e-mail
account setup for each campus. Web managers are responsible for checking this account on a weekly
basis for requests from the public, internal staff and Web Services.

Your e-mail address is your CMS username and the password is Campusweb2014. For setup

instructions, see below. If you still need assistance accessing your account, please contact the Web
Services Director. Open Microsoft Outlook (desktop application).
1.

2.

Open Microsoft Outlook (desktop application ONLY).
Go to File  Click “Add Account”.
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3.

Enter ONLY your web manager email address (i.e. daultonweb@misdmail.org) AND password

4.

After Outlook completes setting up your account, click Finish.

(Campusweb2014). Leave the name field blank. Click Next.

5.

If prompted, please re-enter your password.

6.

An additional email account should appear in the left panel of Outlook. Click the triangle to the
left of the account name and then click Inbox to view/respond to any messages.
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The Web Editor

The Web Editor can be accessed through “Unpublished” by clicking on the orange "e" in the upper right
corner of any content section OR through “Page Manager” by clicking on the toolbar of Page Content
Area 1 or 2.
The editor is defaulted for double line returns when Enter is pressed. For a single line return, click
Shift+Enter.

Web Editor

Save changes.
Opens HTML source code editor.
Cut text- This button will not work in Mozilla/Firefox and Ctrl+X must be used instead.
Copy text- This button will not work in Mozilla/Firefox and Ctrl+C must be used instead.
Pastes all content into the editor and keeps formatting. This button does not work in
Mozilla/Firefox, Ctrl+V must be used instead.

Pastes only text into the editor, leaving out all graphics and formatting. Safest option to
use when pasting from other applications.
Use this button when pasting content from Microsoft Word to eliminate non-HTML code
that causes problems.

Undo the last operation (Ctrl+Z).
Redo the last operation (Ctrl+Y).
Bold text style (Ctrl+B).
Italic text style (Ctrl+I).
Underline text style (Ctrl+U).
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Strikethrough text style.
Makes the selection to be a subscript.
Makes the selection to be a superscript.
Find specific words or characters on a page. Search for content down or up from where
the cursor is located on the page.

Find/Replace is similar to the Find button, but also replaces the specified words.
Code sweeper deletes excess tags that may have been pasted in or created during

repeated editing. Use this when there are oddities in the way your text displays that do
not seem related to any formatting changes you have done.

Format eraser removes ALL formatting from a selected area of text, allowing it to more
easily adopt the look and feel specified in your website's style sheets. Alignment and

spacing problems in content can often be resolved by highlighting the affected text and
using the format eraser, then re-formatting the text within the editor.
Align left.
Align center.
Align right.
Align full.
Outdent decreases indentation.
Indent increases indentation.
Ordered list/numbered list.
Unordered list/bullet list.
Pops up a menu for inserting links, site files, site page links, media object links, and
anchors.
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A quick shortcut to create links to pages within your website. A site map will pop up
from which you can select the page you want to link to.

A quick shortcut to create links to files such as Word documents, PDF documents, Excel
documents and more. The file manager will pop up from which you can select the file
you want to link to.

A quick shortcut to create links to media such as music, pod casts, slideshows, or video.
A map of the media channels will pop up from which you can select the channel or
specific media content to link to.

Unlinks the current selection.
Anchor button.
Insert media files. You can only upload files. You cannot make edits to the file within the
system.

Insert custom characters. Select the character you want to insert from the pop up menu.
You can create a table with this icon. This is an alternative to copying and pasting tables
created in word processing programs such as Microsoft Word.
Inserts a new horizontal ruler.
Spell checker can be used in 12 different languages. Also has a Grammar and Thesaurus
tool.

Universal Keyboard can be used to type in 23 different languages.
Select text color from a pallet of web friendly colors. Choose the desired color and apply.
Highlighter tool sets the color behind text.
Allows you to control the cascading style sheet for that page.
Drop down menu of preset text structures. They are created during the

design phase and can be used to help your website maintain a uniform look
and feel.
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FILE MANAGER
File Manager is where all of the supporting documents for your website are located – images, PDFs, video,
graphics.

Uploading Images and Files

There are many folders located within File Manager. These folders comprise documents and images used

on the entire website. You only have access to folders you have been granted rights to.

If you feel you need additional folders for better organization, you have the ability to do so within your

main folder. When creating new folders, think of the best structure for your site before making the folder.
Be consistent in folder naming and use only dashes and underscores to separate folder/file names (no

commas or spaces).

Images

Inserting & editing images using the Web Editor
1.

Select a webpage. Place your cursor where you wish to insert the image within a page.

2.

Click on the insert/edit image icon

in the Web Editor toolbar. Click the "browse images" icon

to open File Manager.

3.

Browse to the folder where your image is located. NOTE: Photos/images/video files should be
placed in the IMAGES folder; PDFs should be placed in the ASSETS folder.

4.

Images must be resized before they are added to the webpage. Click the pencil icon
right of the filename to edit it using the Image Editor, the built-in photo editor.

to the
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5.

Select the resize tool to change the image size. The suggested image width is 325 pixels for
landscape photos; slightly more for portrait-style photos. Keep the “lock” activated to
constrain your proportions, otherwise, you will distort the image.

6.

Click “apply” to commit to the changes and then click “save” to save the file.

7.

Overwrite your existing file (The original is no longer needed) by clicking “save” again.

8.

Click on the name of the image file to insert it.

NOTE: If you are unable to locate your image file in File Manager, you will need to upload the image
first by clicking on the
9.

button. Then repeat steps 4-9.

An image URL automatically fills in when you locate your image in File Manager. An image
description (ALT Text) must be entered for all non-decorative images. Enter a description for
your image. This field is used for search engines and is required to comply with accessibility.
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The title is the alternative text tag which appears once you hover a photo, but does not have to be filled
out.
The Appearance Tab allows you to change an image’s alignment on the page. Use the tab to float an
image to the left or right, add spacing or borders around an image or change the image’s dimensions.

Uploading documents or images directly into File Manager

All of your files can be uploaded directly into File Manager before adding them to the website.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Click on the "Site Manager" tab at the top of the page.
Select "File Manager" from the drop-down menu.
Click on the schools folder, choose your school and then add files to your folder.
Click the "Upload Files" tab.
Select "Basic Uploader” to upload a single file. Select "Bulk Uploader" to upload multiple files.
Browse your hard drive, disk or network to select the image or file to upload.
Click the "Upload Now" button.

Using an image located on another website

If you wish to reference an image located on another website, you can enter the full URL of the image's
location in the Image URL field. The image will be "pulled" from that location, but the file will not be
accessible in File Manager.
Note: File names cannot be modified within File Manager. Document and image names must be changed on
your computer before it is uploaded to File Manager.
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Links
Creating/Editing Hyperlinks

Hyperlinks are an important component of a website. A variety of links can be created– links to internal

pages, links to documents, links to email addresses and links to external websites.

Clicking on the Insert/Edit Link button
from the Web Editor will open up the options shown below. The
"General" tab provides access to the most commonly used linking functions. The other tabs in this screen
will likely not be used as they are intended as controls for users who have experience with Javascript.

General Properties tab of Hyperlink

When clicking “Site Page,” a site map window opens. Select a page from within the site to link to. When
the window closes, click Insert.

When selecting “Site File,” the File Manager window will open. Select the document you want to link to.
When the window closes, click Insert. NOTE – All document links should be formatted as PDFs. Do not
link to a Word, Powerpoint, or Excel document.

Due to space limitations, all media links need to be external links. Please use YouTube and/or Google
drive to store any video files and use the “Link URL” field to enter the web address to the video.
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Link URL- Use Link URL to input the full URL (web) address. For example, if you would like to link to an
external website, go to the Web, copy the full web address and paste it here.
Anchors - Anchors are used to link to content within a single webpage. Select the anchor you want to link
to. (Note - Anchors must first be created using the Anchor
button).
Target - Target refers to where a linked document will open.
•

“Open in this window/frame (_self)” is the default option and will cause the link to open within the
same page. All of your site pages and files should use this option.

•

“Open in new window (_blank)” will cause the link to open in a new browser window or tab. This is
used for external links to your website.

Title – Entering text here will create a hover when the mouse pointer rests over the link (as shown below),
but is not necessary.
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Creating Anchors within Webpages
Anchors are often used in long pages of content to allow viewers to click on a link (text or image) and

drop down the page to the desired section of content. For convenience, "Top" or "To the top" links may
also be created allowing visitors to pop back up to the top of the page.
1.

To create an anchor in a page, place the cursor in the area you want to link to and then click the
"Insert/edit anchor" button in the pop-up editor. Be sure to give a unique name to each anchor
that you place in a page.

2.

Highlight the text that you want to be a clickable link, and select the "Create Link" button. The
"Insert/Edit Link window will appear. Use the 2nd dropdown menu, labeled "Anchors," to select
the link target.
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Tables

Creating and Modifying Tables

Tables are an effective way to display tabular data or data with similar properties. As a rule of thumb, any
data which is well-suited to display on a spreadsheet would also work well as a table. Tables should
generally NOT be used for layout on a website page.
For many years, tables were used to align text and graphical images on a page, but this is considered poor
practice now and is strongly discouraged. It is better to use the image alignment options available in the
“Insert/Edit Image” popup to align images with text.

How to place a table on a webpage
Click the table button

from within the Popup Editor to bring up the table menu:

The General Tab - The main function of the "General" tab is to control the number of Columns and Rows
in the table. See the screenshot below and full explanations of the settings on the next page.
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CALENDAR MANAGER

Calendar Manager allows you to update your online events calendar. Every campus website has a public
calendar every visitor can see and a staff calendar, if they desire.
By default, every calendar houses five calendars:
•
•
•
•
•

Campus/Department calendar – your campus or department events
MISD District calendar – all district-wide events (i.e., Regular Board Meeting).
School Holidays/Closures calendar – school closures and holidays (i.e. Spring Break).
Student Testing calendar – district-wide student tests (i.e. STAAR Tests).
Fine Arts calendar – events specifically performed at Willie Pigg and The Center

NOTE – The district calendar, school holiday, fine arts and student testing calendars are updated by Web
Services.

Colored Icons

Calendar Key

Campus Calendar Embedded in web page

Each event has an icon associated with it. A visitor can easily designate which calendar the event comes
from by using the key located at the bottom of the calendar. The toolbar, located at the top of each
calendar, can be used by visitors to change the calendar display, search for events and sign up for event
notifications.
Visitors can also use the “post event” icon to send the web manager a request for an event to be added to
the calendar. Requests are NOT automatically posted. You will have to review and publish the event
through Calendar Manager, if you wish to add it.
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Accessing Calendar Manager

Every campus website is preset with a calendar page. The campus web manager (or other designee) adds
events to the calendar using the calendar manager. You can access this module in one of two ways, but:

1. RECOMMENDED OPTION - Through “Site Manager,” by hovering over the title
and scrolling to “Calendar Manager.”

The Calendar Dashboard

Calendar Manager opens in a new browser window. The Calendar Dashboard is your entry screen into
this module. The Dashboard tab is a great way to see the day’s events as well as upcoming and most
recent events.
There are four other tabs located next to the Dashboard tab. These will allow you to quickly access all of
your calendars, add new events and import as well as export calendar entries.
1.

Click on the EVENTS tab.

2.

You are taken to the calendar grid view. First-time users will not

see any events populated into the calendar.
a.

Click on “More Calendars”

c.

Every calendar listed is now selected.

b. Checkmark “All Available Calendars” (shown right).

in the bottom left corner.

d. Click “Update View.” All events for each calendar should appear. This will prevent you
3.

from duplicating events that are already posted.

To create an event, Click

in the upper left corner.
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The Edit Events Page

After clicking CREATE EVENT, you are directed to an Edit Events window. The Edit Events Page allows you
to enter events for your calendar.

1.

Event Title – Key in your event name. This is the text that will appear in the calendar grid. Tip: Use
short descriptive titles.

2.

Start Date – By clicking on the grid to the right of the Start Date, you are able to select the dates
from a calendar. If this is an all-day event, select the “All Day Event” checkbox.
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3.

Time - Select a beginning and end time. Minutes must be entered on all event times.

4.

Location - Key in a specific location for the event. Be specific in the location name as users can view
multiple calendars at the same time; not just yours. (i.e. Anderson Library, not Library)

5.

Repeat – Does this event occur more than once? Select an occurrence frequency. NOTE - With every
frequency except NONE, you also have the ability to have the new event skip over any dates in the
“Exception” calendar.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

None: This is the default selection and signifies that the event will only happen on the start date.
Daily: This option will allow you to define the number of days this event will repeat until a
specified end date.
Every Weekday (M-F): This recurrence option allows the event to repeat every day of the week.
Every Mo, We, Fr: This recurrence option allows the event to repeat every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday.
Every Tu & Th: This recurrence option allows the event to repeat every Tuesday and Thursday.
Weekly: This option will allow you to choose which day(s) of the week the event will repeat.
Monthly: With Monthly recurrence, the event will repeat by the day of the week or month.
Yearly: A yearly recurrence will repeat the event every year.

6.

Available Calendars – Select the calendar this event is to appear on. Click the + to the left of the
calendar name to display calendars within a group.

7.

Notes – DO NOT USE. This setting has been turned off by the Administrator and it will not appear on
your public calendar. Use the description field for all details.

8.

Description – This field is REQUIRED. Use this field to enter detailed information about your event.
The event title becomes a hyperlink that opens in a new page when information is added here.

9.

Priority – A priority level can be set to force an event higher than another on your calendar.

10. Save – Saves your event but does NOT publish it to the live website until Save and Publish is clicked.
NOTE: Unpublished events appear in bold face until they are published.
11. Save & Publish – When selecting this button, events are also published to the live site.
Upon completing this page, you are directed back to the calendar grid page. Your new event should now
appear in red. NOTE - If the event is also bold, it has not been published to the live site.
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Editing Published Events

Modifications can easily be made to events that are saved as well as published. Find your new event

within the calendar grid and click on it. An event can be modified, published, unpublished, cloned or
deleted from the Event Edit page.

Change/Postpone/Cancel Events

When a change is made to the start date, you have the option to let visitors know the event has been
changed, postponed or cancelled.
•

CHANGED will place an alert message on the event stating that it has been changed. Any user

•

POSTPONED will place an alert notification on the event that it has been postponed and create

subscribed to your events will also receive a notification.

the event on the new date you specify. Any user subscribed to your events will also receive a
notification.
•

CANCELED will send an alert that the event has been cancelled. Any user subscribed to your
events will also receive a notification.

Cloning Events
When an event is cloned all the settings are copied from the source event. Click Clone, make your
changes and then choose whether to save or publish it to the calendar. The clone option is frequently
used for events that happen annually and keep the same details.
Copy + Paste Event
Event occurrences can be copied and pasted to another day to accommodate random occurrences of
specific events. The Copy + Paste option is frequently used for events that don’t follow the repeat
sequence.
To copy an event, right click the event text in Calendar Grid View and choose “Copy Occurrence.” To paste
an event, right click the destination day/time on the grid and select “Paste Occurrence.” Make any
necessary changes by clicking on the event and entering your updates in the Edit Events page.
View Events Live on Website
To see your changes on the website, close out of Calendar Manager and click on the Unpublished or
Published tab. Remember, events NOT appearing in Published have only been saved in Calendar
Manager. You will need to go back and click on Save and Publish to make them live on the website.
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Requesting Events Using the Online Calendar
The post event (

) icon is an online calendar feature that allows visitors of your website to submit event

requests for your campus calendar. The feature gathers all of the information you need for a posting by
allowing requestors to fill out the appropriate information for you.

Each submission is sent to you via e-mail as an alert and posted within Calendar Manager as an
“Unpublished” event. Every entry MUST be approved and published in order for it to appear on your
website as a live event. If you do not publish the event, it will remain unpublished and never appear on
your campus calendar.
Creating an Event Request
•

Go to your campus website and browse to the Campus Calendar page.

•

Select the Post Event icon (

) located in the upper right corner of the calendar grid and/or list.
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•

Fill in the fields and click "Post This Event". Upon completion of the posting, the requestor will be
directed to a “Thank You” page stating the request will be evaluated as soon as possible.

•

You are sent an e-mail entitled “New calendar event for review” with a summary of the event’s
details along with the requestor’s contact information.
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•

To view your new calendar event, login to the CMS Manager and open Calendar Manager. The
event can be accessed two ways:
1.

Through the “Suggested Events Waiting for Approval” section (see screenshot A) found on

2.

Under the Events tab by searching for the event within your calendar grid (see screenshot B.)

the Dashboard screen. Click on the pencil tool to edit or the “P” to publish the event.

Click on the event name to edit.

Screenshot A
•

Screenshot B

Upon selecting the event, you have the ability to make edits to the information submitted. When

edits are complete, click “Save and Publish” to get the event added to your website or contact the

requestor for more information.
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NEWS MANAGER
News Manager allows web managers to create and display news articles for their website. Articles created
in News Manager may be campus-specific (those written by a web manager), district-wide (those written
by the Communications office) or related by school level (for example, Kindergarten Roundup for all
elementary schools).

The news articles created in News Manager automatically generate on your homepage and your Campus
News page. They also appear in the news section of the MISD app and the mobile website.

Getting Started
•

Browse to the News Manager tab under Site Manager.

•

Click the “New Post” button to begin.
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Creating News Posts

Follow the five steps in the screenshot below to create your news article.

1. Enter a short, descriptive
title for your news story.
5. Set your status**
and click SAVE.

2. Write your story; include any
links and/or photos here.

4. Checkmark your campus
for the News Category.

3. Add one-line description (or
teaser) for your release.

**Status Panel – This panel lists all of the options used to set the visibility, life span and categorization of
a post.

Publish – Items are set to post immediately upon clicking the “Publish” button.
To change the release date, click on the pencil to modify the date.

Expires – Posts are set to never expire. To set an expiration date, use the pencil

icon.

Priority – Posts appear in reverse chronological order. To override this setting
change the priority level so that items are listed by Priority first, then by
date/time. NOTE: Commonly set for multiple items on the same day.

Sticky - Like Priority, sticky can be used to make a specific news post remain at the top of the list.

However, rather than just for the day, stickies remain posted first for the amount of time you specify.
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News Categories – Every category you have access to post news articles with is listed here (under Display

Options). Select a category you to post your news story to even if only one category is listed.

Publishing & Editing News Posts
•

After you have saved your news post, the “Publish” button will appear. Click “Publish” to post the
article on your website. NOTE: Saving a post does NOT make it live on your website. Save
buttons remain deactivated until further edits are made.

•

To make revisions to a saved or published news post, re-enter News Manager and click on the

title of your post from the Dashboard. You can choose from Recent Drafts, Upcoming Posts or
Recent Posts.

Click the pencil icon, to Edit your news post.
Click the squares, to Clone a news post.
Click the eye, to Preview a news post.

NOTE: You may see posts listed in News Manager and on your website that you did not create. These
“read only” posts were created by the Communications/Marketing department and cannot be edited
by you.
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